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Profile  
 
Prior to specialising in the field of dispute resolution, Niall trained as a Quantity Surveyor. In this role he 
worked for both major building contractors and professional quantity surveying practices, progressing to the 
position of Commercial Manager for an international contractor. His broad experience covers a range of 
building, civil engineering, industrial and power projects. This has enabled Niall to gain considerable 
experience of the contractual administration and commercial management of all types construction projects, 
from design development stage, and project delivery, through to settlement of claims and disputes.  As 
such, in his role, Niall has had responsibility for procurement, agreeing contract terms and negotiating many 
final accounts.  
 
Niall subsequently used the skills that he had developed in his previous roles to provide clients with focused 
dispute resolution support.  This has included the preparation, analysis and defence of contractual and 
construction quantum claims, the provision of contractual advice and the preparation of quantum and loss 
and expense submissions for Adjudication. He has also managed the quantum and legal aspects of 
adjudications on numerous occasions. 
 
Additionally, Niall has extensive experience of non-contentious matters. He has drafted a wide range of 
contractual documentation and has advised a variety of clients on the suitability of contracts, including 
amendments to standard form contracts and bespoke contracts. Niall has also provided legal advice on 
matters such as termination, insolvency, delay, snagging, delay costs, concurrency, late payment and 
claims for interest. 
 
Qualifications and Professional Membership 
 
Member of the Chartered Institute of Building: MCIOB (2007)  
Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors: MRICS (1999) 
Advanced Professional Award in Expert Witness Evidence (2017) 
Legal Practice Course (2005 to 2007) 
Common Professional Exam in Law (2003 to 2005) 
Postgraduate Diploma in Quantity Surveying.  (1990 to 1992)  
B. A. Honours Degree in Geography (1987 to 1990) 
 
Career History  
  
2018 to date Senior Consultant at Tudor Rose Consultancy Limited 
2010 – 2018 Senior Consultant at a dispute resolution consultancy  
2008 – 2010 Trainee Solicitor at a leading international law firm 



 

1999 – 2008 Commercial Manager for a major international contractor  
1995 – 1999 Quantity Surveyor at a PQS firm 
1992 – 1995 Quantity Surveyor on a major rail infrastructure project 
1990 – 1992 Trainee Quantity Surveyor for a large national building contractor  

Assignments and Achievements 
 
Building 
 
£540k Local Authority housing refurbishment contract, London. Advising a local authority client in a dispute               
regarding internal refurbishment and electrical works to local authority housing in three blocks. The dispute               
concerned the quantity of work done, valuation of that work and rates for unpriced extras. Produced an                 
expert report to narrow the issues between the parties.  
 
£16m residential development, UK. Produced an expert report on performance of the Agent and Clerk of                
Works. Identified the impact of that performance on £5m cost increase and advised the client on the                 
potential for pursuing a claim.  
 
£1.8m drylining contract on a mixed-use development. Preparation of a £1.6m claim for an extension of                
time including additional preliminaries, disruption, delay, prolongation and variations. Prepared a referral for             
adjudication, which also included the question of payless notice validity.  
 
£1.7m groundworks contract on a residential development, UK. Preparation of a £1.5 m claim for               
disruption, prolongation, variations, overheads and profit and interest charges. Dealing with the quantum             
aspects of the subsequent adjudication. 
 
£2.5m, university buildings, UK. Preparation of and dealing with quantum aspects in a £1.4m adjudication               
regarding additional works, loss and expense damages, prolongation and disruption. 
 
£190k, brickwork to student accommodation, London. Production of a referral in a dispute about brickwork               
quality and removing work from a subcontract. This included instructing an expert witness and incorporating               
the expert report into a referral document which was subsequently relied upon to reach a negotiated                
settlement prior to adjudication proceedings. 
 
£2.7m, Local Authority new build, London. A series of adjudications between the same parties. Initially               
dealing with quantum matters in adjudication on payment of loss and expense. Later adjudications dealt               
with final account value and comprised disputes on provisional sum expenditure, variations, claims, and              
overheads and profit. 
 
£1.3m, enabling works and basement formation, London. Preparation of a claim in the sum of £120k and                 
preparation of an adjudication referral covering matters including; validity of a default notice, wrongful              
termination, the value of completed works, payment for the works and payment of retention. 
 
£1.5m, architectural metalwork package, Olympic Village. Dealt with the referring sub-contractor’s           
adjudication in a £500k dispute. The main issues in dispute were the contractor’s undervaluation and its                
grounds for set off and withholding. 
 
£940k, refurbishment contract for a London Borough Council. Defended the client’s position in an              
adjudication regarding a £120k claim for additional works. This involved legal arguments about the issue of                
the final certificate, time barred claims, defects and the correct rates to be used for similar works. 
 



 

£45k, brickwork sub-contract, London. Defended a main contractor’s position in a referral based on a £60k                
dispute about failure to progress the works, withholding and liquidated damages. 
 
£520m, residential towers and retail development, Dubai. Assisted in the preparation of extension of time,               
acceleration, termination, prolongation and variation claims worth approximately £110m for a Japanese            
client as part of a team of twelve. Principally involved in preparation of the entitlement narrative and                 
quantum assessment for abortive costs, price escalation and variation claims. 
 
£230k, roofing sub-contract, UK. Prepared a referral and administrated the adjudication proceedings            
throughout on behalf of the client in a dispute about the value of completed works to a number of fire                    
stations. The issues in dispute were the final value of the completed work, payment of the outstanding                 
amount, and the payment of interest. 
 
Contractor’s commercial manager on a range of office, retail, residential and mixed-use projects worth up to                
£200m. Responsible for the contractual and financial matters on these projects. Gained experience of a               
range of standard contracts during the course of projects. Dealt with a large number of claims for payment,                  
as well as disputes related to programme issues, extensions of time and the deduction of liquidated                
damages. 
 
Industrial 
 
£120M process plant, UK. Assisted in a £17m dispute. Dealing with the assessment of compensation               
events valued at £9.5m by contractor in a claim over M&E works on an NEC3 contract.  
 
£3m in-vessel composting facility. UK. In the 8th adjudication in a series of adjudications involvement               
included calculation of the claim value and production of the claim for £1.4m based on compensation                
events, final price for work done to date and contra charges.  Running the resultant adjudication. 
 
$11m distillery, Tanzania. Assessed contract documentation for potential claims and advised on routes to              
recovery under the terms of the contract. Produced a final account and assessed the likely outcome of the                  
claims.  Identified and advised on requirements for improving claims. 
 
Infrastructure 
 
£5m spoil disposal contract, London. Advising on the legal validity of a claim due to the wrong classification                  
of spoil under an amended NEC contract for disposal for a tunnelling project in London. Calculation of the                  
value of a claim in excess of £2m. 
 
£730k communications system installation works at two underground stations, London. Production of final             
account for inclusion in a claim valued at £1m on a civils underground tunnelling project under an amended                  
NEC sub-contract form. This required the identification and valuation of both disruption events and              
compensation events. Also assessed the preliminaries in a prolongation period and revalued the variations.              
Dealt with the quantum aspects when the matter subsequently went to adjudication. 
 
£125m combined heating, cooling and energy distribution network, London. Identification of compensation            
events for claims by the Contractor against the Employer. Preparation of £20m claim comprising              
compensation events, prolongation, preliminaries ‘thickening’, and sub-contractor costs. Lead to signing of            
a settlement agreement. 
 



 

£220m rail re-signalling project, UK. Carried out contract and cost management for the following rail               
departments; Civils, Signalling and Overhead Electrified Line. Managed the financial control of contracts             
worth up to £23m.  
 
£1.7bn new build rail project, London. QS in the clients’ project team. Responsible for contracts valued from                 
£68k to £2.7m. Gained experience of contract management, procurement, administration & financial control             
in a large multi-disciplinary team during the feasibility/design stage of a £1.7bn project. 
 
Power & Utilities 
 
£7.5bn, 4800MW power station, South Africa. Part of a team of nine which carried out a review of an                   
on-going power station construction project which was both in delay and over budget. The review was to                 
assess the likely cost to completion, value variations, and assess the risks to both cost and time.                 
Recommended improvements for control of costs and delays as well as making recommendations for              
recovery of delay.  
 
Contact Details: 
 
Tudor Rose Consultancy Limited 
1 Adam Street 
London 
WC2N 6LE 
 
Tel: +44 (0)203 434 2070 
Fax: +44 (0)207 930 9923 
E-mail: ntiernan@trconsult.co.uk 
Web: www.trconsult.co.uk 
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